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WorldwidejamIn ’99!
FeaturingMajor Tournaments in Kalmar, Sweden and Santa Cruz, CA

WFDF: Kalmar, Sweden
WFDF 1999
By jan Elzman

or the second time in a row the WFDF overallF championships was held in Europe. This time it
was held in Kalmar, a beautifulcity on the East

Coast of Sweden. Without a doubt the field was the
strongest ever in a tournament held outside of the US.
Most of the top ranked U.S. players and a complete
line—up of European players made it a very exciting
competition. As many as 10 different nationalities
were to be found among the one hundred participants.

The womens prelims consisted of 10 teams out of
which four made it to the finals. Ann Graves (a for-
mer WFDF champion) and Cindy Kruger won pool A
after playing a really focused routine. Ann especially
shredded. Second in pool A was Lisa Hunrichs and
Lori Daniels, who presented a nicely choreographed
routine. The teams advancing from pool B were Amy
Bekken and Judy Robbins and Ninna Ekman and
Carina Lindblad (reigning WFDF champions from
Sweden). Amy and judy showed strength in all cate-

gories. Ninna and Carina choreographed a routine
that enhanced their level of play. A positive sign
among some of women overall players was the appar-
ent time they put in to practice freestyle‘and at least
work on a basic routine.

The top 16 teams that advanced to the semi—finals
in the open division faced the dauntingchallenge of
finishing in the top two of each pool to get a ticket to
the finals. The teams finishing 3rd and 4th in each
pool qualified to go to the B-finals in which the win-
ner would go to the A final.

WFDF amtinued mi page 8

FPA Worlds: Santa Cruz, CA
1999 FPA Open Pairs Finals
By judy Robbins

or years there have been complaints that the “hot"
open division round was left in the preliminary
or semi—fina1s at a world freestyle championships,

but this was not the case in Santa Cruz in ‘99. The
spectators and fellow competitors were treated to an

exhilaratingfinish to a deep field of teams on Sunday
First out. and perhaps suffering from this playing

position was the team of Dan Swanson and Jeff
Kruger. They played to an eclectic mixture of music,
opening with the Warner Brothers cartoon theme
song and closing with the Woody Woodpecker theme
song .

Their first half was quite electric with what
seemed to be several exaggerated forms of the “bad
attitude." Ending the routine with Woody
Woodpecker cacklingin the background, Dan got
down on his knees and proceeded to show the judges

FPA Worlds cantinuai on page 4 
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A Letter From theFPA Executive Director
By Larry lmperiale, FPA Director

The FPA is a volunteer run, nowprofit
(educational) organization dedicated to the

growth offreestyledisc play worldwide as lifetime
recreation and a competitive sport.

car Freestylers. In this issue of the Forum, you
will read the opinion of Mikey Reid, FPA board
member,and a response by former FPA Director

Bethany Porter-Sanchez. Although I disagree with
many of the views and opinions stated in Mikeys article,
that’s not specifically what I’m concerned with here.

What I am concerned with, and I believe to be of
primary importance, is ensuring that the EPA fulfill its
broader mission. To this end, I propose:
l.Putting the current judging controversy to bed.
2.Educating judges to use the current system proper-

ly and improving the tournament experience.
3. Focusing the VERY LIMITED volunteer energy in

more productive areas such as:
- Finding a way to distribute the Zen video
to 100,000+ players.
° CombiningFPA Worlds with other events
for big crowds
0 Developing media and sponsorship opportuni-
ties, and other programs that would truly make
a significant difference in growing freestyle.
- Consider an Individual Extreme Division with

an innovative judging system, with one-minute
or shorter routines. This could allow our organiza-
tion to open new media opportunities. The FPA
should encourage also Tournament Directors to

continue to experiment with different judging
systems if they have the energy to do so

It is impossible given limited volunteer energy to

do anythingproactive in the EPA while we focus so

much energy on changing the judging system.
The judging system makes a difference only to

about 10 or 20 people in the wor1d—most competi-
tive and recreational players are satisfied with the cur-

rent system—especial1y once players understand that
a continual practice of radical changes to it prevents
the FPA from achievingmore significant accomplish-
ments. Imagine that we had the unattainable perfect
system in place and from the past were different. It
would make almost no difference in the big picture of
things today. Tournaments would be exactlyas they
are now: small crowds, limited media, limited prizes,
and very few new players.

The FPA needs to shift from an internal focus that
benefits a few. to an external focus that will benefit the
entire sport. We really need to interest a greater num-

ber of people to watch and play freestyle. There are

countless recreational players and prospective viewers
of the sport worldwide — attracting these players and

IzttzrFmniTIieDir¢cturcontinuedonpagel6
 

FreestyleDemos in New England
By Rick Williams

isc players in New England have promoted
disc sports to the public over the last few
months. Here's a brief summary of the acdvities.

Dance Freedom: On March 17, the informal
dance club that meets every Wednesday night in a

church next to the Cambridge Common enjoyed a

freestyle demo given by Toddy Brodeur and Rick
Williams. Mitch Hinard was there to lend moral and
technical support. Thanks to Neige for arranging the
demonstration.

AAHPERD National Convention and
Exposition: lmagine thousands of PE teachers from
around the country beingeducated on disc sports.
On April 21 Rick Williams and Carl Emerson provid-
ed the disc exposure in the Hynes Auditorium in
Boston, MA. On April 24- Alan Caplin and Gary
Auerbach performed. Thanks to Gary Auerbach of
Spinning Bees and Steve McNutt of Toledo Physical
Education Supply for arranging the demos.

Bluefish Minor League Baseball: On May 14

New EnglamiDemos continued on page 15

A Short History of Freestylein
Bratislava, Slovak Republic

n 1991, Latso Graus and juro Turan were the first
two Slovakians to try freestyle. At the time, they
tried spinning and trick throws, with maybe a

few easy moves under the leg. The two were pretty
good by our standards, and there was no one else as

good as them here. As there were almost no

freestylers in the neighboring countries, one might
have considered them to be best in Middle and East
Europe (Hungary, Poland, Czech Republic, Austria).
Much later in 1997, an interview featuring Larry
lmperiale appeared in the Czech Ultimate Magazine
“Past," conducted while he was in Prague, and it was

amazing reading—findingout about American
freestyle history!

Many years after 1991, when throwingand
Ultimate had dominated the frisbee scene in
Bratislava, Slovak Republic, the Slovak Ultimate team

went to Rirnini in 1998 for the World Beach Ultimate
Cup. Among others, juro Turan was with us and he

SlovaltfnestylecoritiriuniotipageI5
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Judging Corner
By Mike Reid, Judging Director

year review. Before we go forward, a short look
back is in order, particularly for those who

started playing in the '90's. Between 1988 and l994,
Skippy won just about every major tournament,
which pissed a bunch of people off. These people
wanted to change the system, Bill Wright who was

the FPA Director forever, didn't want to, so these peo-
ple finally took charge of the FPA and moved it to
San Diego. Many of us on the outside saw this as a

T he FPA Judging System has come up for it's 2

mandate for experimentation and change. No experi-
mentation happened, and only one set of changes,
proposed by Dwork, was ever used.

Now let's rememberDwork at this time was

suing Bill and the FPA because (who else?) Skippy
beat him. So these ideas Dwork proposed were not

designed to be fair, they were designed to show his
team beating Skippy. Nothingwill prove this state-
ment more than at the introduction of this system in
Camarillowhen Skippy and Tom played the best I
ever witnessed, 1 drop (when Tom went for roots)
and they didn't win. At that time to me, it was obvi-
ous this system didn't work, but it was obvious to the
beat Skippy crowd that they had their system.

That fall, the new FPA invited “everyone" (with
time and money) to come to San Diego and partici-

Judging Conner canrinued on page 16

Judging: AnotherView
Bethany G Rodney Sanchez

e read Mikey's article for the Forum withwinterest and felt like we needed to address
some of the statements that were presented

as fact. Mikey has his perspective on some events in
FPA history. We have a different perspective.

Mikey wrote: “Between 1988 and 1994, Skippy
won just about every major tournament, which pissed
a bunch of people off. These people wanted to change
the system, Bill Wright who was the FPA Director for-
ever, didn't want to, so these people finally took
charge of the FPA and moved it to San Diego."

Our response: I (BPS) lived in San Diego at the
time when the FPA leadership transitioned from Bill
Wright to a group of us in San Diego. Bill had been
the FPA director for a long time, and it was our

understanding that he was not getting much help
from the membership and was willingto hand over
the reigns to a group of folks who had the energy to
run with it. The change came at the 1992 FPA Worlds
in San Diego. Bill was not at Worlds that year, but one
of his long—time partners assured us that we had Bill's
blessing. Later, Bill confirmed what we had been told.

The motive for the change had nothing to do with
Skippy or his successful competitive career. It had
everythingto do with the fact that there were a num-
ber of us in San Diego (Gina Sample, Dave Murphy,
Dave Schiller,Joel Rogers, and myself) who thought

JudgingAnotherView amtiniwdon page 16

Masters World Championships, St. Cloud Minnesota
by Judy Robbins

0 you thinkyou know trivia, eh? Okay here‘sS one to ponder...where during this season could
you have judged a final freestyle event from a

jacuzzi tub? Or where was a freestyle finals postponed
due to a tornado watch? If you thought St. Cloud
Minnesota at the World Masters overall champi-
onships, you were correct. Age not only brings wis-
dom, but for some of those attending competitors, a

mmtery of freestyle skills. Which was demonstrated
time and again even with conditions that were hot,
humid, buggy and very windy. The preliminary
rounds were completed outside on a perfectly mani-
cured football field with large stadium seating (we
only wish the crowd had filled the seats). The perime-
ter on the north part of the field was a brick wall
which provided a shield to the wind, but also created
havoc with wind drop outs. Judy Robbins, Pat
Marron, Chris Seiben and Larry Imperiale set the
stage for running what seemed to be a decent event

(way to go team!!).

Prelimary rounds had strong and varied wind
conditions, and skill level. But the final rounds had a

completely different feel. At the outset of the final
round, the winds slowed. But it was the precursor to
the calm before the storm. Thunder boomers were

predicted for the event...and so when the lightning
started to encroach while the women played, electnci-
ty was literally in the air

.
But this didn’t seem to

phase these three finalists. Taking third place, Tam
Wolfe had some excellent choreographer with her
thrower/companionMike Esterbrook. A reappearance
by 1980’s Midwest competitor, Terry Bogenhagen pre-
sented a solid individual performance. She still hasn't
lost her high difficulty which gave her the edge over
Tam for the second place spot. By the time the final
competitor took the field, lighting bolts were shooting
through the sky. The tournament director had
announced that the tournament would be moving
indoors after the final woman competitor. Inspired by
the atmosphere, Judy shredded with high difficulty,
executing mostly what was attempted. With the assis-

Mastzfs anitinutd on page 14
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  Crusty Memories:
Core Basso G Evan David

19 8 Rose Bowl Winners
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GOT TO RECOGNIZE:

‘A’ Bill Wright and the
Write Life for video mailing,
coordination, and support.

it Discraft for
supporting the FPA

‘A’ Arthur Coddington,
for maintaining
the rankings.

ik Dave Murphy for picking
up the FPA mail monthly.

* Dan Magallanese
as a platinum member(again)f

‘A’ Paul Kenny
as a platinum member!
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complete instructional
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made! Order it now at:

800-321-8833
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PAL Version
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FPA Worlds continucdfmm pg. 1
his version of catching a disc while
balanced on both knees in bad atti-
tude positions and then walking
(stubbing?)off the field with disc
still in hand. It wasn’t a pretty
sight... but unique none the less.

The second team to take the
field was Mikey Reid and touma-
merit co—director Skippy Jammer.
The pair had many interesting and
high difficulty coops. I especially
liked the upside down crow brush-
ing sequence as well as the multi-
ple foot brushing to each other.
Mikey proved to have a solid round
with his trademarkcrash and burn
style. Having hit three high flying
gitises (which might have hurt his
variety) and an out of this world
“roots" (pictured on a front page
newspaper spread about the tour-
nament) the judges and crowd
were surely pleased. Skippy, after
not having played in an FPA World
championships in over 4 years, was

smooth,but didn’t display as much
of his against— the—spin skids as I
had remembered in years past. Also
catching me by surprise, Skippy
missed his patented “vacation."But
fortunately, Mikey made up the dif-
ference by hitting a big “vacation"
for the recovery factor. The two
had a good round but not enough
to break through into the top
spots.

Third out and playing with
zeal, Joey Hudoklin and touma—
ment director Tom Leitner
scorched the San Lorenzo grass.
Ignoring a testy wind, Tom pulled
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off a huge tipping sequence and
skidded his way into the judges
favor. Joey played consecutively
with ample difficulty, but chose to
have a few under—the—leg closing
catches to polish off his combina-
tions. Capping a fine performance,
Tom and Joey concluded their rou-

tine with a fabulous foot brush to
the others flyinggitis catch. When
Tom was interviewed after the rou-

tine, he exclaimed, “I only wished I
clamped down on the two that I
missed"....but was fired up for the
most pan about their routine. As
well, they should be because Tom
and Joey had fulfilled the opening
day prophecy of “less stress, play
your best"! Congratulations go out
to Joey for getting back his compe-
tition chops enough to place sec-
ond after a long absence from the
top world freestyle finishers. And
mucho heinous points go out to
Tom for finishing big while run-

ning a great tournament....itsnot
an easy feat!

Fourth out and having to fol-
low a tough act, Joel Rogers and
Randy Silvey made the audience
and judges believe in upmanship.
Joel commanded a flow style with
Randys rather quirky and original
moves. This year, Randy showcased
a move that was termed “the gut-
ter" While Randy was lying on the
ground, Joel angled a disc into
Randy’s two extended legs, where-
by the spin of the disc carried up
Randy’s legs over the trunk of this
body and to his extended right arm
for what can only be tenned a full

body roll! Joel also had an interest-
ing flyinggitis catch to a consecu-
tive throw combinationto Randy
before he ever hit the ground! It
looked like, prior to the final 30
seconds, this team would go drop-
less, but unfortunately this was not
to be. The last coop combination
had two bobbles and one final roll
to a drop at the end. Even with the
errors at the end of the routine
their actual scores surprised this
reporter who picked the two to
have had the potential win. I believe
they were a bit surprised and dis-
appointed to have only taken the
third place. Kudos to Joel for
shredding his way back to his prime
form of years past after a nasty
bout of Achilles tendon trouble.

Would the next team of Larry
lmperiale and Rick Castiglia con-

tinue the high caliber of play? The
judges would see this team demon-
strating some outstanding moments
of controlled brushing, rolling and
tum—over combinations.One com-
binationof particular note was

Larry’s crow brush that changed the
spin consecutively punctuated by a

blistering crow catch. On the other
hand, the judges would also wit-
ness some less than stellar moments
like when a delivered roll across
the ground to what typically is
Larry's “bread «SI butter" foot guide
up to a combinationwas missed.
Unfortunately, these veterans of the
sport didn’t play up to the stan-
dards set by the teams before them
and suffered the consequences by
finishing 5th in the division.

 
Anticipating what was to come,

the next team had a reputation to

uphold. Number one ranked play-
er, Arthur Coddington and his
trusty side—kick Dave Lewis (or is
that visa versa?) having just won

the freestyle title from the \NF.D.F
world overall championships in
Sweden, went out to prove their
metal. A funky wind kicked up just
as the two stepped out on the field
and may have been a contributing
factor for a rather shaky start to
their opening combinations.
Settling down after a few too many
bobbles, drops and “the" catches,
Dave and Arthur regained the
rhythm of their usual play. Art hap-
pened to pull off an exciting flying
chair pull-out and Dave completed
several consecutively constricted
combinations(excuse the allitera-
tion) to finish with the mastery that
these two are known to display.
Lamentably, the team suffered too

many hiccups in the round to put
them anywhere close to the top fin-
ishers. Finishing seventh, Dave and
Arthurwill have more to prove at
another time and certainly will not
let this get the best of their efforts
in the near future. In other words...
as the movie character the
“Tenninator”would say . . .

“l’ll be back."
Second to last to play was the

“underdog” team of Steve Hanes
and Dan Yamell. Without a doubt,
one of the most innovative and
inspiring performing artists in
freestyle competition today. After
having seen many teams using two

FPA Forum



discs in open pairs routines for the
past two years, these Texas trick-
sters tried a triple threat in the out-
set of their routine (no excuses for
this alliteration) ! Even though the
opening combinationwasn’t cleanly
executed, it was original. While
hiding one disc within the other,
Dan used a bad attitude foot brush
to dislodge the two nesting discs,
only having to consequently see the
two spray off course and hit the
ground. But what was to follow
was dynamic. Acting as jugglers,
these two players kept three discs
moving consecutively. As both were

doing simultaneous combinations,
Dan would have the third disc
poised and ready After completing
his individual combination

,
he

threw the third disc just as Steve
set his individual combinationback
to Dan for Dans finish. And Steve
would proceed to another individ-
ual combination.Confused? Well,
these players managed to do a

complete rotation of this type of
juggling for three complete
exchanges! And it wasn’t “fluff” that
made this a mesmerizingshowcase
of freestyle. Yamell and Hanes con-

vincinglyended each combination
with very difficult moves. For
example, Dan completed one of
these combinationswith a flamin-
gosis while still holding the third
disc in his other hand! Steve’s one-
handed canwheels into flying leg-
overs were executed effortlessly
and elegantly. Finally, the two used
various lifts to highlight their
choreographed routine which all
paid off in the end. After waiting in
the wings for a long time, Steve
and Dan broke through to achieve
their ultimate goal, to have a World
title. It was definitely an unclear
finish for Steve and Dan though. As
the last and very capable team of
Dave Murphy and Dave Schiller
was yet to play

Dave S. and Murph began their
routine using two discs. Their
coops were dynamic and highlight-
ed by difficult constricted sets and
pulls. These two can out-shine
most when they are “on."..but their
final performance that day could
not eclipse the teams before them.

 

Fall 1999

The “Daves" played well, but with
nine execution errors, the doors
were closed on this team for the
title. Ultimately,Murph and
Schillerwould jam away with a
fourth place finish. Even though
Murph had a sweet year as the ‘98
world’s open pairs titlist, one feels
for Dave 5. who has fallen just shy
of the glory for the last several
years. But if it’s anythinglike the
saga of Dan and Steve, Schillz is
just bidinghis time until the
inevitable happens.
Patience...patierice!

Overall, the open finals was

some of the best finishing play seen
in a long time at a world champi-
onships. One can only hope that
future finals are played along these
standards and hopefully l’ll be
around to witness and report on
another such episode of high cal-
iber competition!

l999 FPA Co-op Finals
by Skippy jammer

he 1999 FPA WorldsT returned to Santa Cruz for
the 4th time. The venue of

San Lorenzo park near the down-
town area attracted spectators that
hadn‘t been to a flyingdisc tourna-
ment since the hey day of the
World Disc toumeys in the mid 80‘s.

Starting off the Co-op division
was the team from Seattle,
Washington: Craig “Gunga" Burris,
Jeff Kruger and Dan Swanson. They
put together a nice tight routine
that featured their unique
Northwest style and put it to good
use. Fun factor was a major consid-
eration in their approach and the
crowd got behind them. Some ill
timed drops derailed them and
they finished up in 6th place.

In 5th place was the seed bust-
ing UFOS starring the young
Gauthierbrothers,Jake and Matt.
The young bucks were going for
big air and treating the turf jam
like they were at gitis beach. All
that was missing was a wave to
crash into. These two guys are

going to be somethingto contend
with in the near future. At the cen-

ter of all of the action was the
imitable Scott Weaver. He was like
a kid in a candy store as he got to
showcase his game on center stage.

In fourth place was the team of
joey Hudoklin, tourney director
Tom Leitner and the high flying
Mikey Reid. This team set the con-
trols to “Crust-o-matic” and fea-
tured a classic passing game. Each
one of the trio performed some

huge moves but were pulled down
by some drops as well. Mikey Reid
continues to amaze. His performance
throughout the tournament was

nothing less than scintillating. He
is truly coming into his own as a

freestlyer. Tom and joey were fresh
off of a strong performance in the
pairs division and tried to carry the
momentum of that round into the
Co-op final. They almost pulled it
off. The third place team set a very
high standard for the final groups.

The now veteran team of Bill
Wright, Larry lmperiale and Randy
Silvey have proven to be a extreme-
ly strong team. Their Co-op final
round was no exception. They uti-
lized extremely tight choreography
with a unique passing game. The
team had very few drops. This rou-
tine could have easilywon the
tournament. However, there were

two other teams on a serious mis-
sion that weekend. Namely, Texas
rad boys Dan Yarnell and Steve

Hanes along with their co-hort in
shred Tristan Doshier. Yamell and
Hanes were still on a cloud after
their stunning victory in the pairs
division earlier in the day. As has
been seen quite often the case in
the history of the FPA‘s is a team
will let down after such an emo-
tional victory. This was certainly
not the case here. The team used
very tight choreography along with
the high difficulty delays and
turnovers. Tristan would seemingly
be over his head with such exem-

plary ‘stylers but his play was
excellent throughout the touma-
ment. Their consistent play and
high diff and choreography were
well rewarded and they almost
pulled off another sunning victory.

However, history was to be
made and there wasn’t a whole lot
that anybody could do about it.
Dave Lewis and Arthur Coddington
had a tough go in the pairs division
as did Murphy and his partner
Dave Schiller. That only added fuel
to the fire as Lewis, Coddington
and Murphy put on a display that
brought home their unprecedented
3rd consecutive FAP Co-op title. A
flat section at the end didn’t make
a difference as their play through-
out was outstanding. This team has
prove once again that they are the
premier team in the sport.
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1999 FPA Women’s Final!
by Dave Lewis

ast year at the FPA Worlds inL Seattle Brenda Savage and
Cindy Kruger pulled off a

great upset shredding it up with a

heavy difficulty routine barely edg-
ing out favorites Judy Robbins &
Amy Bekken. This year the pair
established their style and came

back with a high energy, high diffi-
culty routine. Once again they
came through when it counted most,
putting to bed any speculation that
last year was a fluke. This year their
win was by a convincing margin.

Normally the F-PA Worlds finals
features four women’s teams, but
this year there were five due to a

rare tie in the semis, ln fifthplace,
Lori Daniels &r Rose, reuniting after
a one year layoff, didn't play up to

their usual standard. The started off
strong, beginning with a sweet
double roll co—op. Their next three
co—ops were solid, ending the set
with a Lori Daniels scarecrow But
just then Daniels overthrew Rose.
and that set the tone for the rest of
the routine. Rose ér Daniels were

smooth up to the catch in each
combo, however, they could not

seem to snag their catches.
All of the teams in the finals

had their share of drops with the
exception of young juniors stars
Nikki and Deanna Ross. Their exe—

cution was spectacular. The advan-
tage they built up in ex allowed
them to make up the difference in
difficulty & skill level between
them and Rose & Daniels to take
fourth place The Ross’ double disc
routine was well choreographed
and featured the rapidly developing
skills of Nikki, who attempted SI
completed a gitis pull to a gitis catch.

Many time FPA champ Judy
Robbins fresh off a win at WFDF
teamed up with Anne Graves for a

third place finish. They had some

well put together co—ops, accented
by the technical moves of Robbins
and the flow of Graves, Like most
of the teams had their share of
drops which hurt them.
Nonetheless they had some big

6

moments. Robbins performed some

of the most consecutive & difficult
combos in the Women’s final.
Highlights included a double spin
to an inverted hold to an inverted
indigenous set. Other big moves

included a spin to a under the leg
inverted pull.

Anne Graves has broken
through to a new level of poise &
consistency in tournament play
over the last year with her graceful
style. Late in the routine, she had
already missed a gitis. Undaunted,
the opportunity came up to try it
again during an indie. Graves first
upped the difficulty by changing
the spin from counter to clock then
went on to an airbrush combo.
However, when she set up for her
catch, the wind pushed the disc
down. As the angled disc was

about to hit the ground, Anne com-
mitted to the gitis and snatched the
disc even as she was crashing into
the ground. She came up with the
big catch to a bigtime ovation.

The team of Lisa Hunrichs
Silvey and Mary jorgenson have
two FPA World titles under their

belt, and they always push them-
selves in the quality of their rou-

tines. This year they came up with
a challenging two disc opening into
2-1 co—op section set to samba music

and hit it well. They followed that
up by hitting a nice individual
combo sequence and looked like
they were heading toward the title.
Hunrichs Silvey's reverse behind
the back pull to a spinning legover
pull to a spinning flamingo catch
was particularly sweet, and
jorgenson hit her patented behind
the back pull to gitis.

Then they ran into trouble.
Hunrichs Silvey seemed to step
into a hole and trip during a dou—
ble spin. The disc hit her head and
both Hunrichs Silvey and the disc
ended up on the ground. She
recovered quickly to start the next

co—op, but her angle overhand
throw went beyondjorgenson.

They lost some momentum but
fought to keep the routine under
control, but each time they got a

section going, errors crept in. As
champions both players know how
to save a performance that's in

 

trouble, and sure enough they
came back strong and hit their
ending. Lisa hit a big gitis to close
the second to last co—op, and Mary
grabbed a behind—the—backthat
was out of Lisa’s reach to end the
routine. It was a solid performance
but not what either player had
hoped for, but easilystrong enough
for a second place finish. The
errors hurt them and also drained
some of the energy out of their per-
formance and left the door open
for Kruger and Savage

The repeat champs Brenda
Savage and Cindy Kruger played all
out and smart from the get-go
They had their share of drops but it
didn‘t seem to hurt the routine.
They seemed unphased by it. There
was an energy and confidence and
flow in their performance beyond
the other teams. They won all three
judging categories. diff by the
largest margin.

Savage. as she did at the FPA
Worlds in ‘98, pulled off a counter

juice take off of the throw as well
as nailing her indigenous pulls and
a crash—and—bum gitis. Kruger
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completed a spinning scarecrow
low to the ground, a flamingitis
against—the-spin shoot and a big
gitis near the end of the routine.
To give you an idea of the high
cliff and consecutivity of their best
co-op: Savage does a left handed
indigenous pull off the throw
right into a twisto shoot to Kruger.
Kruger does a consecutive flamingo
pull with the left hand and imme-
diately cranks it against—the-spin
directly into a rim set back to

Savage, who nails a bad attitude
catch. In my opinion, that was
the best co—op in the Women’s
final. Congratulations to the
repeat champs!!!

1999 FPA Mixed Pairs
by Scott Sailor

ecause the sport and art ofB freestyle allows for, if not

outright demands, both
grace and power, one doesn’t nec-

essarilyexpect to see styles narrow-

ly defined by gender lines, and
indeed we don’t. That said, there is
still a certain not easily definable
somethingthat one looks for in a

performance that pairs the genders.
Perhaps it is the expectation of
contrasting style sensibilitiesmade
more poignant by close proximity
to each other. Or maybe it’s just the
increasinglywelcome novelty of
men and women competing
together on equal terms. Whatever
it is, I unconsciously looked for it
in mixed pairs and in a few rou-

tines seemed to find some of it.
So, with the absence of Amy

Bekken‘s and Dave Schiller’s
extremely well-choreographed rou-
tine from this year’s finals, the mix
was potentially very competitive
and the outcome uncertain, always
an exciting beginning.

Starting strong with some

beautifullyand tightly choreo-
graphed exchanges Cindy and Jeff
Kruger were looking good. Jeff
soon nailed a particularly airy gitis
that ended in an impressive thud
that could be heard far across that
big field. But unfortunately things
soured for the Krugers after a suc-

cession of drops broke their flow
and their fun and they never

regained either.
Mary Jorgenson and Joel

Rogers played a smoothclean game
that showed a relaxed easy style.
Their exchanges had a mellow
spontaneous feeling, like a fair
weather afternoon jam, which, with
limited drops, lacked only the
complexity of the other teams.

Lisa Hunrichs and Randy
Silvey know how to have fun.
Playing to interesting circus-like
music they showed some equally
quirky and unusual co—op choreog-
raphy Lisa nailed very solid gitis
and scarecrow catches early in the
routine, which were particularly
impressive in her long flowing
style. The contrast between Lisa‘s
smoothgraceful style and Randy’s
often hyper antics (does he ever

stop moving?) makes for great
choreographic possibilitiesand we

certainly were treated to some of
that. Unfortunately however, exe-
cution difficulties prevented us
from getting enough of it. Randy
did stop moving long enough to
give us one of his patented slow
control rolls though, and for good
measure added a quad of consecu-
tive back rolls, which no doubt
compensated for some of the exe-
cution problems they experienced.

Jamming their way into third
place to the lively jazzy number
“Who’s The Boss?", Judy Robbins
and Steve Haynes seemed to
answer that question with disc pos-
session. Whoever had the disc was

clearly the one in control as the dif-
ficulty and variety bar got raised
higher during this routine. Both
these players have strong individ-
ual styles and neither one dominat-
ed the routine. They worked well
together and their execution was

good. Big smilesmade it clear they
enjoyed it as much as we did.

Lori Daniels and Paul Kenny,
who apparently had never played
together before the tournament
weekend, put on a great show with
a cleverly constructed storylined
routine. Daniels played the beach
babe, wandering out in a big pink
robe. with beach bag and boom-

box. After spreading out her blan-
ket Paul “Muscle Beach Party"
Kenny saunters over and tries to
impress her with his solo freestyle
prowess. She's not as easily
impressed as he‘d hoped, however,
and she gets up with her own fris-
bee to show him a thingor two.

Having achieved each others
respect, a bit of double disc equali-
ty ensues with some nice
exchanges. Soon the surf guitar
music fades and changes, along
with the costumes, to the more
urban Hawaii S-O theme and the
jam pumps up a notch. This was a

great presentation-oriented routine
that was well executed, hit some

big music/catch cues, and put a
smile on everyone’s face.

Lastly, but firstly, what do you
get when you mix the most athletic
and exciting player from each of
the men’s and women’s freestyle
camps? A combinationthat’s very
hard to beat for sure. Brenda
Savage's and Dave Murphy‘s indi-
vidual talents combined to raise the
difficulty and variety bar a bit high-
er than everyone else. And they
executed with a cool professional-
ism that, ironically,made it look
both easy and outrageously diffi-
cult. Big moves well—executed
speak for themselves and these two
had plenty to say. Their co—op
exchanges had a quick and smooth
flow that was a joy to behold. And
a potentially awkward music break

 at the end of the routine was saved,
and made more powerful, with a

risky shared scarecrow catch. Superb.
Overall the quality of these

routines was high considering that
conditions were less than perfect
(as is usual it seems). Though not

howling, the wind was certainly
inconsistent up on the big campus
field that historic Saturday

Well folks, that’s how I saw it
and that’s how I rememberit.

1999 FPAjuniorDivision
By Leroy Hanneman

ne of the highlights of the
tournament was theJunior
Division competition. Both

the girls and boys demonstrated
skill difficulty, execution and pre-
sentation talent that clearly places
them on a fast track to recognition
as serious world-class adult com-

petitors. Nikki Ross (from
Pennsylvania) placed first in the
Junior Girls Division with a routine
that began with some double—disc
work and included a variety of
catches, toe—tips, body rolls, a gitis
pull—out to a gitis catch and a triple
fake (blind) catch. Seattle
Wghingtons Rory Titcomb placed
second with a delightfully—choreo-
graphed, to-the-musicroutine that
included hop-overs, an inverted
pull—out to a flamingo catch, and a

phlarred catch. Molly Montes, also
from Seattle, and Nikki’s sister
Deanna rounded out the top four
of a very capable field ofJunior
Girls Division finalists.

In theJunior Boys Division all
the competitors demonstrated a

high degree of difficulty in their
routines. Ranging in age from
eleven to seventeen years, body
rolls, under-the-legand behind-
the-backmoves seemed common-

place. Difficult (in one cue double-
spinning) scarecrows, gitis catches
and hop—overs were included in
many routines. Xthen Titcomb,
who placed third, had a spinning
under—the-legand behind the back
pass to a gitis catch, a phlaud
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WFDF continued from pg. I
There were many interesting

and exciting performances. One
included Barak Lifshitz of Israel,
who teamed up with Greg
Hosfcld. Barak has a distinct athe
letic style and a unique way of
performing his moves. Also
unique was the Italian team of
Claudio “Clay" Collera (European
Champion 1986 and WFDF final-
ist 1989) and johnny Melphi. I,
as well as many others, really
admire Claudios amazing energy
and jamming style.

The most outstanding perfor-
mance in the pool A came from
Arthur Coddington and Dave
Lewis who presented a very solid
and well performed routine that
did a good job of incorporating
the music. They managed to
combine high—end diff moves
with genuine flow. Bill Wright
and Larry lmperiale showed in
their performance that routines
can be executed extremely well,
with few flaws and good artistic
presentation. These two teams
advances to the finals. The teams

advancing lrom pool B presented
routines of a similar caliber as
those in pool A. An interesting
match—up was Dave Schiller.
reigning VVFDF champion, who
played with Paul Kenny. Their
routine was unique in its struc-

ture, highlighted by some risky
double disc co-ops and some
unbelievableindividual combos.
Another reigning WFDF
champion, Tommy Leitner

WFDF cmitiiiuedon page 9 
l 

Disc-tourists
in Kalmar

any years ago
Eurosport brought a

program out on TV
about the VVFDF VVorld’s
Overall Championships. We,
some ultimate players in the
Netherlands, were fascinated by
what we saw. We never knew
that you could do so much with
a disc. Time and again we

watched the videotape of the
program. And when last sum-

mer the WFDF VVOC was held
“nearby" in Sweden, we imme-

diately travelled to Kalmar to

see it with our own eyes.
We have been wondering

what we can contribute to this
magazine. Perhaps an overview
of the tourist highlights around
Kalmar would be appreciated.
The players in the tournament

probably didn't have the time to

do much sight—seeing. But nei-
ther did we; we spent too much
time at the fields. So in the end,
we also left Kalmar without see-

ing the inside of the local castle.
Although we didn’t partici-

pate in the tournament we still
threw some discs when we got
the chance. During the brealc
we stepped on “the grounds”

and set our personal best for
accuracy (mine is now 4 out of
28, thankyou). We also tried a

few holes of disc golf parcours.
\l\/hen we multiplied par by
two, we were able to score some

birdies. We also ended up in
some freestylejamming ses-

sions. The main reason here
was that the field was not big
enough for the players and we

were sitting too close. Perhaps it
is a nice idea to add an official
element of “audience participa-
tion" to the competition.

Well, it seemed better to

leave the actual playing to the
experts. The 9083 m throw
from Sune Wentzel at TRC was

FPA Forum
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teamed up with Mikey Reid, mak-
ing a very balanced team, partly
due to similar playing styles. They
had some hein combos as well as

a long quick throw/catch
sequence.

There was a lot of pressure on

the teams in the B-finals, since
only one would move on to the
A—final. Doug Simon and Randy
Silvey unfortunately had the dis-
advantage of a heavy wind pick-
ing up during their routine. They
finished fourth or 8th overall. The
routine by the Swedish/Norwegian
team of Roland Karlsson and Sune
Wentzel was very entertaining
with some really nice co—ops and
combos which earned them a
third place(7th).Karl—Chnstian
Stoiz, of Germany and Reto
Zimmerman of Switzerland incor-
porated a lot of technical moves
and some fascinatingdoublejtriple
disc work. That routine would
have taken them to the finals, if it
were not for Stefan Karlstrom and
Jan Ekman of Sweden. The
Swedish team had excellent flow,
with some exciting co-ops that
incorporated unique moves,
including a behind the head air-
brush.

quite impressive; almost a world
record. The tournament direc-
tors car was hit in the distance
competition. Also DDC was fun
to watch; it is astonishing how
hard some people can throwa

light DDC-disc. In discathonwe

learned the concept of a “virtual
lake," even in Sweden the water
is not always where you want it
to be.

In the freestyle competition
some of the worlds best players
showed us how the game is
played. We saw some tricks we

can’t do, even without a disc.
During the week the first
rounds were played at a field
somewhere in the outskirts of
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The finals were held in a
beautifulpark environment with
an incredible castle and bay as a

backdrop. An intense rain early in
the day had the participants wor-

ried, but the sky eventually
cleared. A huge crowd gathered
around the freestyle area, looking
somethinglike the border of an

ice—hockey rink, with everyone
behind a waist—high wall of spon—
sor signs. A helpful large digital
time clock was displayed on the
field so players could keep track
of the program of their routine.

The first team up in the
womens finals was the Swedish
team of Ninna Ekman and Carina
Lindblad. A decent performance
included Ninna hitting a big gitis
giving them 4th place. Cindy
Krueger and Anne Graves could
not match their performance in
the prelims and had to settle for
3rd. Lisa Hunrichs and Lori
Daniels played really well, but
their low ex figures, landed them
in 2nd place. The gold went to

Judy Robbins and Amy Bekken,
who maintained their high level of
play-

The open finals didn't really
live up to the standard of the
semi-final round. Arthur

Kalmar. When freestyle was on

the program, even here there
were a lot of spectators.
Probably as a tribute to Sweden
some couples had chosen Abba
for their music. Reto
Zimmerman showed us the
Swiss way to brush your teeth
(with a disc).

On Saturday the scenic area

with the local castle in the cen-

tre of the city was chosen for
the finals. After a cloudburst
during the disc golf final it was

sunny again when freestyle
began. Amy Bekken and Judy
Robbins became the new world
champions in the ladies divi-
sion. Dave Lewis and Arthur

 
Coddington and Dave Lewis fin-
ished first for the gold and per-
formed well. At a crucial stage,
after a few mistakes they managed
to get back into the routine with
Arthur hitting a double spinning
scarecrow. Finishing in silver posi-
tion was Dave Schiller and Paul
Kenny It seemed their execution
mark was the only thing that pre-
vented them from getting the finer
metal. Mikey Reid and Tommy
Leitner also got to enter the medal
stand and received a bronze
award. Larry and Bill finished
fourth and Jan and Stefan took
fifthplace.
 

Coddington did the same in
the open division. Amy Bekken
and Sune Wentzel are the new

“overall" world champions.
We enjoyed our trip to

Kalmar. As tourists we

came home with a lot of
photos. A selection you can

see on our web—site
http://www.plex.nl/-hkoi.We
also bought some discs and
siliconspray! So, perhaps, in a

few years. .

Peter Comelissen
Henk—_lan Koier

Frisbee club 0 Double Seven
Venlo, The Netherlands

The national anthem of each
country was played for the medal
winners in each division.

The event was covered exten-

sively on the national TV station
which showed highlights from the
freestyle and had inteniews with
some of the players.

The people putting on the
tournament did a great job and
the extra days included in an
overall tournament, like WFDI‘,
give you a chance to Jam. socialize
and party a few more days! C
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By Rodney Sanchez

y wife Bethany and I
returned recently from
a seventeen-month

journey around the world. We
visited Morocco, Egypt, Hungary,
Italy, Greece, Turkey,India,
Thailand, Indonesia and Fiji. We
had a fantastic time, a time that
will doubtlessly reverberate
through the rest of our lives. As
we traveled, jamming was not a

high priority for me, but for
Bethany, getting in some disc play
was somethingshe wanted to do.
So, from time to time, we found
ourselves jamming. What follows
are five spots we found to be par-
ticularly hein for jamming, each
place different in its appeal.

Essaouira, Morocco
Located on the Atlantic coast

of Morocco due west of
Marrakesh, Essaouira not only
provided us with a fine jamming
beach, it was also a very cool
place to hang out. Initially built
by the Portuguese in the middle
of the 1500’s,'Essaouira is a small
town very much with the feel of a

seaside town in Portugal. White-
washed buildingswith blue-
trimmed woodwork and shutters;
narrow pedestrian lanes lined
with homes, shops, restaurants
and hotels; a wonderful square
lined with outdoor cafes; and the
sweeping sculpted bay with wide
sandy beachall combine to make
Essaouira a great place for a jam-
ming holiday.

The beach at Essaouira is
long, flat and wide. We spent
eight days there at the end of
January and beginningof
February. It was a bit chilly,but
not enough to keep one from
enjoying the outdoors. We were
there for the new moon that

‘IO

Ramadan,
the Islamic
month of fasting
and renewal. The
low tide was huge, and
the local boys and men

gathered during the late after—
noons to play soccer on the
beach,while we enjoyed a couple
days of jamming. I am not sure

what the beachwould be like
during the summer months, how
big the tides are, the width of the
beachand so on, but I reckon a

journey to Essaouira during the
beginningof fall, in late
September or early October,
would be ideal for both weather
and beachconditions.

One thingthat made
Essaouira so cool for us was the
presence of a Moroccan windsurf-
ing culture. The winds at
Essaouira are often huge. (They
were not, however, too big for us

to jam in on the couple of late
afternoons when we played.) In
turn, the place has become a

mecca for windsurfers from across
the world. The mix of hip
Moroccans and their northern and
western neighbors (Europeans
and Americans) have created a

scene that we did not see dupli-
cated anywhere else on our travels

in
Morocco. The local
dudes were quite welcoming and
friendly (Moroccan men with
long hair!) We hung out with
them at night at the Restaurant
l.aayoune listening to them play
guitar and drums and sing: a mix-
ture of Moroccan rhythms and
Western pop melodies. Very nice.

Other Essaouira highlights
included cheap lodging and tasty
affordable food, a lively mix of
tourists and travelers from around
the globe, and a bit of musical
history. In the sixties, Essaouira
was a destination point for musi-
cians looking for thatsomething
extra special. The Jefferson
Airplane lived in a villa in town.
Cat Stevens spent time here. And
just down the beachat the next

villagejimi Hendrix lived in a

house where he composed
“Castles Made of Sand” while gaz-
ing out across the expanse of the
Atlantic.

 
Italy

We traveled through Italy
from the middle of March to the
middle of April. Springtime in
Italy was one of the highlights of
our trip. Flowers blooming, trees

budding, the friendlysmilesand
gregarious gesticulations of the
Italian people and much more,
created quite an experience. Our
jamming journey in Italy actually
started in Milan where we met

Larry Imperiale. Izrry flew in for
the Rimini tournament and a cou-

ple of weeks travel time with us.

Before arriving, he had made
arrangements to hook—up with
johnny Melfi and the other local
jammers of the Milano scene. The
Saturday before the tournament
the three of us folks from the
States along with about twenty
Milanese jammers gathered in
Parco Sempione to eat pizza then
jam all afternoon long. The
Milano jammers shredded up a

storm, showed us a fine time and
were wonderful hosts.
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Rimini, a vacation city on the
Adriatic Sea south of Venice on

the east coast of the Italian penin-
sula, is not the first place (or the
second or third, or...) one would
choose to visit on a tour of Italy
(Unless, of course, you’re going to
a frisbee tournament.) Bombed
heavilyduring WWII, today it's a
ratherboring place. Compared to
much of the rest of Italy, the
architecture is quite bland. And
now Rimini exists as a vacation
spot for Italians searching sun,
sea, sand and discos. However,
the very nature of Rimini being a

vacationspot, there are literally
hundreds of hotels, makes it a

perfect place for a large frisbee
tournament during the off season.

Italy is an expensive country to
travel through, but the touma-
ment at Rimini ended up being
our least expensive place to stay
during our entire month in the
country. The main event at Rimini
was a five-on-five beachultimate
tournament, “ll Paganello,” with a

freestyle competition attached to
it. The organizers did a wonderful
job, and “Il Paganello” has to rank
as the best tournament I have
been to, with good food at the
site, some sort of entertainment
every night, and other perks. The
beach itself is a long stretch of
sand with a bit of hard pack near
the sea. Unfortunately for the
jammers, on this particular week-
end the winds were HUGE and
jamming was a bit difficult.

The winds and a bit of rain
did nothingto dampen the spirits
of everyone who gathered, howev-
er, and a good time was had by
all. A stage was setup in the soft
sand for us to jam and compete
on. A strange venue to be sure,
given the strip of hard pack beck-
oning us down at the shore, but
the stage was next to some

bleachers which filledup with
appreciative fans, ultimate players
and passersby, who sat and
watched us while we competed
and jammed. There were jammers
from across Europe and a few of
us folk from across the pond. It
was great to see so much enthusi-

FoIl1999

asm for freestyle amongst the
Europeans, jammers and ultimate
players alike, and a sight for these
sore eyes for the sport of freestyle
disc. Most of the European jam-
mers at the event were in their
early to mid—twenties. Their love
and excitement for the jam pro-
vide a much needed jolt of energy
for the sport. They certainly fired
me up.

On the night after the touma-
ment ended, the storm blew out
and the next day dawned sunny
and calm, with a light breeze
coming off the Adriatic. So we

jammed. The beachwas oh so

sweet that day, the locals saying it
was a good indication of what the
conditions are like most of the
year. With all the energy from the
ultimate players, the wonderful
welcome of the Milanese jammers,
and the allure of Italy, a trip to
Rimini in Aprilwould not be
spaunch. In fact, I would say it is
highly recommended. With the
excellent train and bus systems of
Italy at your disposal, you could
easily fly into Milan, go to the
tournament, and see a few of the
amazing sights of Italy during a

two or three-week trip.

Patara, Turkey
We spent a total of 2

_

months in Turkey,half during the
spring and half during summer.

Turkeyis yet anotherwonderful
place to travel through. Perhaps
the best bus system in the world
easilyallows one to get anywhere
and everywhere. The people are

warm and welcoming, the lodging
very affordable, and the food tasty
And there are many sights to see:
ancient sites dating back to the
7th century BC, Grecian and
Roman ruins, and early Christian
sites, and incredible Islamic archi-
tecture to name just a few.

Situated in the middle of the
Mediterranean coast of Turkey,in
333BC Patara was the site of a

Roman city. The beach at Patara
stretches for 25 kilometers north
from the original site of the city,
initially situated on a bay and a
river that flowed down from the

rolling hills. Over time, the bay
silted up and the city died off.
later, in the 4th Century AD, Patara
was the home of St. Nicholas, the
Christian elder who passed into
history as Santa Claus. Today,
Patara is a sleepy little town about
3 kilometers from the sea, a great
spot for a quiet beachholiday.

We passed through Patara
twice on our journeys. The first
time we spent one week staying at
the St. Nicholas Pension, enjoying
their amazing food, and hanging
out at the beach. It was hot. Very
hot. We were there in August, and
the temperature rose to nearly
100 degrees every day. It was so

hot that the sea wasn’t even

refreshing. The water temperature
must have been around 80
degrees. Despite all that, our time
in Patara was quite nice. The
beach is wonderful, lots of white
sand, with green scrub and trees

growing in the surrounding hills
and some rock cliffs on the east-
ern edge of the beach. Although
the beach is very wide, most of it
is deep sand. There was, however,
a nice strip of hard pack at the
shoreline. We tossed and tossed,
practicingour quick catches and
occasionally pumping up some
Z’s. The locals found us interest-
ing and many stopped to stand
and watch us play

After Patara, we traveled into
the center of the country to obtain
our Indian visas before returning
to the coast and once again hook-
ing up with Larry. It was great to
see Larry again, and after a trip up
into Cappadocia, the three of us

headed back to the sea then west

along the Mediterranean coast.
First to Kas, then back to Patara.
This time, the weather had cooled
down a bit and the three of us

had great fun jamming up and
down the beach. The force of the
wind varied daily, from heavy to
light, yet all the while remained
steady. Ltrry took some pictures
of Bethany and me jamming. He
posted them on his website if any-
one is interested in checking out
the beach.

In Patara there are some nice,
basic and clean accommodation
choices as well as some tasty inex-
pensive food. The three of us

stayed at the Zybek 2, a place on

the hill that had a rooftop eating
and lounging area with a com-

manding view of the valley Each
morning during our stay, we ate
Turkish breakfasts and fresh fruit
salads, and drank rich Turkish tea.
(Tea, not coffee, is the caffeine
beverage of choice in Turkey.)We
mused over how great it would be
to book the place for a group of
jammers. A rendezvous point to
chill, enjoy the wartn and gener-
ous welcome of the Turkishpeo-
ple, and jam. A new or full moon
in late winter or after the autum-
nal equinox would be nice.

Railay Beach, Thailand
There are moments in one’s

life when you know that the expe-
rience you’re having is one of the
best times of your life. For the
two of us, Railay Beach near Krabi
was one of those moments. A

jam-inghoundthe Wafldcunt at page I2 
'I‘I
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white sand beach that slopes
slightly to the shore. The
Andaman Sea, clear blue-green
water, calm and inviting, waiting
to refresh the hot body Limestone
outcroppings that rise up at the
edge of the beach. Such was the
scene at Railay Beach on the west
coast of Southern Thailanddown
the river from the town of Krabi.
For the two of us, Railay Beach
ranks as one of the most beautiful
beacheseither of us has ever seen
and it just so happens that it is a
fantastic place to jam as well.

We had intended to spend a

few days in Krabi,check out

Railay, then travel further south in
Thailandbefore heading to Bali.
We never made it further. We
ended up spending 19 days in
Krabi. We stayed in the town and
rode a longtail boat 45 minutes
out to Railay Beach. We returned
in the late afternoons to rest
before heading out to the night
markets and wonderful street food
of Thailand. For my palette, Thai
food ranks as some of the best in

the world. Sometimes you are

unaware of what you are eating,
but it really doesn't matter, as the
taste is so good. Savory and
sweet, the Thais do it all. Whether
you choose the simple fare of the
street cart vendor or the highly
stylized presentation of the restau-
rant, it is hard to go wrong when
eating in Thailand.

A few weeks before we got to

Krabi, 1 injured my back, and
during our time there was unable
to jam. Yet, the possibilitieswere

so clear. The beach sloped ever so

slightly to the clear water, the
sand packed hard during low
tides, and the rock outcroppings
provided a majestic backdrop.
Wonderful sights walked up and
down the beachand frolicked in
the sea, tourists and travelers rev-

eling in the spirit of place. And
Bethany and me. We actually did
get in a couple of brushing ses-

sions, and I can report that the
conditions were quite favorable.

There is accommodation right
at the beach,but the bungalows
there are quite touristy, a bit more
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expensive than most places in
Thailand, and the food geared
toward the foreigners taste. But, if
you stayed at the beach,you could
roll out of your bungalow and be
jamming after a very short walk
down the path. Although Krabi is
a tourist town, we enjoyed staying
there over Railay because of the
cheaper lodging and a wider vari-
ety of food possibilities.Thailand
is truly an amazing place, the
geography varying from moun—
tains to flatlands to rainforests to

tropical island paradise. Then
there are the Thai people: smiling,
friendly,helpful. Traveling in
Thailand is easy because the peo-
ple make it so. It is one of the
most desirable countries to visit
for this traveler, and Railay Beach
has to rank as one of the most
beautifulplaces on the planet.

Waya Island, Fiji
Three hundred islands make

up the country of Fiji. Located in
the South Pacificjust west of the
lnterriational Dateline, the islands
are lush, the water clear blue and
warm, and the people wonderful
hosts. We were in Fiji in May and
the weather was perfect. During
our time in Fiji, Kim Caldwell and
Joel Rogers joined us. Can’t tell
you how great it is to have friends
come to visit during such a long
journey. The four of us putted
around the main island, visited a

village on a small island, checked
out the garden isle of Taveuni,
and spent twelve days at the
Octopus Resort on Waya Island.

The Octopus Resort is a basic
place geared towards the budget
traveler. Situated on a long curv-

ing beach, the “resort” consists of
a covered restaurant/bar area with
a sand-floor, and seven basic
thatched bungalows. And nothing
else. The resort is the only thing
on the entire beachsave the cou-

ple of bungalows where the own—

ers of Octopus live. We didn’t do
much except snorkel, swim, sun,
eat, drink, sleep, hike, swim,
snorkel.

.
.and jam a bit. The

beach is quite steep at Octopus,
really not a good jamming beach.

 
However, between the beachand
the main restaurant/barbuilding
there is a nice flat piece of grass.
Palm trees line the grass area, the
ocean rolls in the near distance,
and behind the resort the moun-

tains rise, just another day jam-
ming in the tropics.

The owners let us borrow their
boombox and CD5 and we had a

great time shredding up the place.
Whenever we needed some suste-
nance we just sauntered over to
the nearest papaya tree and picked
an amazing vine—ripened piece of
fruit. The local Fijians were very
interested in our play and would
gather whenever we jammed. The
conditions were fine and when the
sweat began to flow a bit too much,
a quick trip to the fresh spring
water outdoor shower or a dip in
the ocean was right at hand.

Octopus is a fine place for
any kind of a holiday. On Waya,
there are no roads, only foot
paths, no stores, and everything
one needs is right there at

Octopus. Breakfast and dinner are

included in the price of your bun-
galow. We brought our own sup-
plies for lunch, and picked
papayas whenever we felt like it.
The snorkeling is superb, a reef
sits a couple of yards off the
beach, a walk to the nearby vil-
lage provides a bit of island cul-
ture and the welcoming kava cere-

mony gets one into the mood. Life
in the languid lane. We had a

wonderful time. Octopus would
be another ideal place for a jam-
ming retreat. Book ahead though,
as it is a popular place.

Writing about these places
rekindles so many memories. The
world is there for the asking: so

much diversity, so many similari-
ties, truly a wonderful place, this
planet of ours. If anyone is inter-
ested in more information about
the places mentioned above or in
world travel in general, Bethany
and 1 would be happy to try and
answer your questions.

Wherever they are, may
all your jamming adventures
be good. C
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atSponsorship portuniliesWithWham-O
HAM—O is interested in sup-
porting events and programs
drive sales of WH/\M—O

products. With this in mind, V\HAM—
O offers the following guidelines for
events or programs it will consider
sponsonng:

° Sponsorship commitments will
be made based solely on the impact of
the event toward generating business
for the WHAM—O retail line of prod-
ucts. Sponsorship may take many
forms, including product, t~shirts,
stickers, cash, insurance or other
arrangements. Events that are not

given direct support may still be eligi-
ble to sell certain VVHAM—O products
on consignment to generate operating
income or profit for the event.

- The event or program must be
geared toward the general public.
Pnority will be given to events held
where large crowds already are

Priority will be given to events that
promote participation by the general
public through amateur divisions or

special public-participationcontests.
An amateur division refers to events
that anyone off the street could walk
on and participate in.

- \NHAM—O’s trademarksmust be
used correctly in all event communica-
tion, including correspondence, flyers,
posters, name of event, disc designs,
signage and onsite announcements.
Guidelines for trademark usage are
attached to this sheet.

- WHAM—O products must be eli-
gible for the competition. For instance
in a flyingdisc competition, competi-
tors must be able to use FRISBEE“

its

brand discs. Some priority will be
given to events that require use of
W'HAM—O products.

0 Priority will be given to events
with a firm Commitment for airing on
television. \’\'HAM~O does not negoti-
ate TV deals for events, and it will not
commit to support a broadcast without
a final deal that includes the network.
the number of airings and the times-
lots. Opportunities to air a V\'HA~.\l—O
commercial as part of the broadcast are

a plus.
- Priority will be given to events

that partner with retailers who carry
VVl-lAM—O products.

- Priority will be given to events
with a radio or television sponsor

- Priority “will be given to events
with a proven record of generating
media exposure for sponsors

- VVHAM—O must have the right
to video and/or photograph the event
for promotional use. Wl-lAM—O will
agree not sell the video footage or pho-
tographs. lt will also honor exclusivity
agreements in regards to television air-

ings, but WHAM—O must be able to

use images from the event to promote
its products. Players at the event
should be asked to sign a photography
and V'ld€0 release.

WHAM—O requires at least 30 days
to cut a check. If VVHAM—O deter-
mines that it can sponsor an event
with cash, an invoice must be submit-
ted to Wl-lAM—O at least 30 days
before the event if the check is to be
cut before the event. WHAM—O will
not send checks or other support by
overnight delivery unless it is paid for
by the event. C
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tance of her partner, Steve Hanes
she finished fourteen points higher
than either competitor, confirming
her third consecutive masters

freestyle title.
The crowd and players quickly

packed up as the skies started to

open into torrential downpours.
Luckily,we were pleased to find
the open indoor volleyball courts

waiting for us at the Holiday Inn
(tournament central) as well as the
three surrounding floors of hotel
rooms overlooking our new finals
location. Even though we lost a

large crowd at the football field, a

larger crowd was availabledue to
the attraction of the three large
pools and two jacuzzi tubs within
the hotels accomodations. The bal-
conies were full of spectators and
set to see a show.

The three remaining
Grandmasters teams were primed
to play indoors. Anne Graves and
Stork showed some strong skills
with a predominant catch and
throw style that was highlighted by
some sweet speedflow moves.

Harvey and Rick Williams played

I
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solidly and we almost even got a

glimpse of the elusive Ricks legs to
boot (almost, is the operative
word!) Finally, the tight choreogra-
phy and high difficulty routine of
Steve Hanes, Doug Koms and Mike
Esterbrook proved to be the
strongest than any other team. You
would thinkthat after that finals,
everythingwould run smoothly
into the open masters finals....but
nooooooooooo! Shortly thereafter,
the skies darkened to a black/blue
and the Holiday Inn staff interrupt-
ed the event to evacuate the entire
hotel into two corridors located off
of the volleyball courts. Siren wani-

ings of tornado activity within the
St. Cloud area could be heard with-
in thc walls of the hotel. After a 20
minute period of hoping and wait-
ing, the event was given the clear
to resume.

Higher humidity in the build-
ing proved to be the new environ-
mental challenge. Opening and giv-
ing the crowd some big laughs was

the team ofjohn Elsner/Brad
Wendi/DaveBolyard. These three
guys couldnt wipe the “smiles" off
of their face throughout the entire
routine. Actually, each donned a

"iii

mask that was made from a bright
yellow disc with the 1960’s happy
face on them. They goofed it up in
the opening choreography accom-

panied to R.E.M.’s “Shining Happy
People." It was quite a hard act to
follow. However, Andy Lehmann
and Kurt Lampkin demonstrated
more difficulty and slightly better
execution even with an injured
Lampkin giving them a fourth pl
ace edge. Third place went to a

very disappointed team of Tim
Mackey (tournament director) and
Dave Bogenhagen. They had a

smoothand consecutive style and
put together some novel coopera-
tive moves. They would have been
in second place on the merit of
their performance, but unfortunate-
ly, Tim decided to end a decent
routine with a great miscalculation.
Setting up for a double body roll
Tim began a lengthyoration of
thanks to all participating masters

competitors. Thus extending the
time beyond the 4 minutes and 10
seconds rule and forcing an

incurred 1.5 deduction penalty.
Sneaking into second place was the
reappearance of Rick Downs
(Kentucky) and the overall winner

.]
..... e .
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Greetings From Rimini Italy, The Paganello 1999

Dave Hesselberth (Jeff Kennedy
was their third team memberbut
was forced to leave before the finals
due to travel conflicts). They
played well, Rick pulling out some

crusty monster moves and Dave
showing a marked freestyle
improvement. But noone could
touch the dominating nature of
Dave Murphy and Larry lmperiale.
They put on a great show for the
audience and proved their champi-
onship forrn with difficult moves

and strong execution. Luckily
Murphy didn’t follow through with
his pre-finals bravado of doing a

flip into the jacuzzi during his final
round (isn’t one back surgery
enough for a lifetime Dave?) .Shred
on to larry who not only proved
his freestyle prowess, but his
improved overall skills (placing
third in the overall)!

Congratulations to all the old
geezers at the masters world over-

all. Mostly, thanks to Tim Mackey
who put on a well run event and
commissioned an excellent video-
tape of the week's activities (Note:
not a freestyle only video). C
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the baseball fans got a dose of
disc before the first pitch. In
Bridgeport, CT, “where it all
began", master of ceremonies
Kraig Steffen described the histo-
ry of the flyingdisc. Scott Sailor,
Rick Williams, and Cotter
Michaels performed freestyle at
home plate. Dave Jones attempt-
ed a distance throw “home run."
The long disc went foul. He also
showed what disc golf putting is
all about. Thanks to Kraig Steffen
for getting this fun demo to
become a reality.

The Hotchkiss School: On
May 16 The Hotchkiss School in
lakeville, CT had a carnival with
several events and activities. Disc
sports were part of the scene.

Xtehn Titcomb, Zahlen Titcomb,
and Scott Sailor exhibited the art
of disc to the large crowd. Thanks
to Xtehn and Zahlen for organiz-
ing the demo for the younger
generation.

Birthday Party: Toddy and
Samantha Brodeur showed sever-
al children the art of disc. The
party was on May 29 in
Cranston, RI.

Providencejournal Block
Party: The Providencejournal
sponsored a Frisbee show at the
Block Party in downtown
Providence on june 4. Toddy
Brodeur, Samantha Brodeur, and
Rick Williams instructed and per-
formed to the large crowd. The
demonstration took place
between sets of the Fat City Band.
Thanks to Maureen Devine for
arranging the demo.

Cambridge School of
Weston: At the end of the school
year, the high school Ultimate
team at the Cambridge School of
Weston was introduced to the
other disc sports. On June 9th
Toddy Brodeur and Rick Williams
got the Ultimate players to try
MTA, golf, distance, and freestyle.
Thanks to Karen Buck for orga-
nizing the event and john Axon
for organizing the students.

Freestyle on Broadway: Disc
Sports on Broadway? You bet.

Freestyle frisbee was incorporated
into the Pucci Sport performances
June 22 — 27 at theJoyce Theater
in New York City. Ted Oberhaus
and Scott Sailor performed at

every show. Choreographer/ath-
lete Peter Pucci combinessport
and dance in these shows, which
include basketball, baseball, bad-
minton, boxing, surfing, tennis,
hockey, and now frisbee! C

Slovak FreestyleHistory wntfmm pg. 2
applied for the Rimini Freestyle
Competition. Due to ultimate
game conflicts he couldn't play all
the freestyle rounds, but he saw
what freestyle could be like and
became literally obsessed by
freestyle . . .

and he met in per-
son the big one—1.arry lmperiale.
juro got totally excited because
Larry promised to come and see

us in Bratislava. larry also sup-
ported us with some Skystylers
which helped a lot because there
is no place to buy them here.

juro practiced a lot and
showed a couple of others what
he had learned in Rirnini. By the
summer of 1998, we had approx-
imately six people freestyling in
Bratislava. And, what Iarry
promised, came true. In
September 1998, we welcomed
him in Bratislava where he held a
four day afternoon Freestyle
Camp that was watched by many
spectators and had from two to
six freestylers attending every
afternoon. Larry also took part in
the Slovak Ultimate Day in
September, including the ultimate
championship (2 teams:
Bratislava and Zlate Moravce),
accuracy throwingand some

freestyle shows. This was a great
experience and since then
freestyle has only grown in the
Slovak Republic. During the win-
ter we practice ultimate and
freestyle indoors and in February
1999, the First Slovak Indoor
Championship took place with
not less than 10 people attending.
Larry sent us more discs and an
instructional video. Also, juro
and his younger brotherAndrej

1999 Schedule
NOVEMBER

25th Annual AZ State
Overall Championships
Nov. 13—14th, Vista Del Camino.
Scottsdale, AZ 61’ Vista Del Camino
Park, Co-op division Only
Contact: Harvey Brandt,
tmbanzai@uswest.net

formed a freestyle duo that took
part in an exhibition/festivalin
Vienna where their eight shows
had more that 3000 people in
attendance.

In April 1999 the Slovak
Ultimate team went to Rimini
(Italy) again for Ultimate touma—
ment where she, Agnes Lovecka
and he, juro Turan took part in
the Freestyle competition.
Competing against Pipo Lopez,
Larry lmperiale as well as others,
they did not have a great chance
of placing high, but this time they
completed all three rounds of the
competition. Despite finishing
last, they learned a lot and hit
some good moves that the audi-
ence awarded with applause.
Thanks to Larry, we bought 10
new Skystylersand the instruc-
tional video: “Zen and the Art of
Freestyle."

Around April 24th, 1999,
the first ever Outdoor Slovak
Freestyle Championship took
place. We had 13 people attend-
ing, with varying degrees of expe-
rience. To sum up: there is
freestyle fever in Bratislava with
about 15 boys and girls aging an

average of 18 years, that are

freestylingeveryday now. The
leader is without a doubt juro
Turan, our best freestyler, but
some are already catching up!
Our problem is, of course, the
lack of Skystylerdiscs, as the
Slovak economy is not thatstrong
and we have been unable to trav-
el. There are actuallyno freestyle
competitions around us, aside of
Rirnini, which we plan to attend
in 2000 as well. Take care —Duro

Lookfor more about the
’99 ]ammers,]acksonville,FL

in the next issue
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catch, some neurons, and a div-
ing lay—out to “the" catch. Zahlen
Titcomb, who finished second,
added a one—handed hop-over
and some unusual skid work.
Evan 1-lanneman won thejunior
Boys Division with a well—choreo—
graphed routine that included a

somersault—to—delay, an indige-
nous pull—out off a throw, a

delay—on-the—edge—of-a-disc, and
mirrored turnovers to a body
roll.

.
.in addition to the gitis

catches, under-the-legand (even
inverted) body rolls mentioned
earlier. Rounding out the field of
Junior Boys Division finalists
were Art Viger from Santa Rosa,
CA, Cameron Cundiff from
Pasedena, CA, Zach Montes and
Vehro Titcomb from Seattle, WA.
Evan, Zahlen and Xthen also all
hail from the Seattle area. C
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increasing our audience is where
we need to focus to achieve the
EPA's mission. This means:

1. Building the sport by educat-
ing and appealing to new

players.
2. Improving the tournament

experience for players.
3. Improving the “show” for

spectators.
Why put so much energy

into changing a system that is
NOT being scored properly by
judges in the first place? If people
agree that consecutive moves are

not being rewarded, then teach
difficulty judges to reward it, but
there's no need to change the sys-
tem to do this. Everyone benefits
if we focus on educatingjudges,
while the controversy only creates
a rift in the jamming community
and keeps us from accomplishing
more meaningful things.

There is wide support for the
approach I describe. The collabo-
ration and cooperation to provide
a broader focus for the EPA
comes from 20 year veterans,
five-year up-and-comers, juniors,
and park players who are catch-
ing it behind the back but want
to learn more.

To move this proposal for-
ward, l have taken a first try at

modifying last year's EPA Plan,
and will be distributing a rough
draft version to the board, EPA
members, and non-member
recreational players soon for
input. If you don't agree with the
direction proposed here and in
the plan, please let us know. You
can contact me at: larryi@rmi.net
or contact any memberof the
EPA Board by accessing the FPA
website at freestylediscorg

Thanks very much for your
support. Enjoy this issue of the
Forum. There are lots of articles
and photographs from all of the
tournaments this summer.
Thanks so much to all of the con-
tributors. We are always grateful
to those who contribute and vol-
unteer their time and energy,
from ajaunt to the post office, to

‘I6

an exceptional effort of directing
a tournament. Remember, we are

all members of the EPA, our orga-
nization is what WE make of it.
Lets use our volunteer energy
wisely in areas where it will truly
make a difference for the future
of freestyle. May you all have
great jams this fall and winter! C

judging Corner cnntinudfrmnpg. 3

pate in the “winter meetings." The
20 people there changed the
structure of the EPA to a non-prof-
it, adopted the Dwork system, and
installed by-laws. In essence, the
power was taken from the mem-

bership and given to the FPA
Board, where it still lies.

Out of those winter meetings
came the predictable system
changes: 15 second (beat Skippy)
Difficulty blocls, 15 point (beat
Skippy) Presentation, and
Execution the same. The propo-
nents of this system wanted, as
Dwork said, “the freedom to do
the things we do in demos." So
people now were getting rewarded
for bringing their demo routine to
the World Championships. Look,
I've done my share of demos, and
I can go dropless hitting easy
moves for 5 minutes no problem.
But we're talking about competi-
tion, about crowning the World
Freestyle Champion.

50 even though 1 already feel
the proponents of the '99 system
saying, “Mikey's just changing the
system so he can win," the reality
is, I'm doing it so that all styles
can win. The reality is, I'm just
repairing the damage done in '93.
I'm not against the style of elabo-
rate choreography, it just shouldn't
be the only allowable style. It is
hard to create choreography,but
as Carla Vargo says, “it's also hard
to elevate your game” so you can

improvishred as well.
So here we are in 1999, what

are we going to do? Some com-

promise must be found. So it
occurred to me that the original
EPA system worked ok for many
years. Also, with Doug Koms
technology, we can get scores in
with the multiplier much faster

than then. And, it's a tried and
true system from the glory days of
freestyle, which many of the origi-
nal players won championships
under. Who among us will deny
its validity?? These are the original
rules of the sport.

This would be the ‘official’
EPA system used at EPA Worlds
and WFDF/USOpens (major tour-
naments). At all other EPA events,
the Tournament Director would be
responsible for choosing among
the official system and all experi-
mental systems, including the '99
system, the US Indoors system,
the Manresa Pinball system, the
rank system, almost any system
could be submitted for use as

experimental. Then the TD gets
whatever style of play they want,
be it elaborately choreographed
routines or random jamming. Each
system probably does encourage
some certain style, but through
experimentation perhaps we can

find common threads that do bind
all styles/freestylerstogether. The
goal is and has always been, a sys-
tem that you can't work, a system
that you can't beat. The goal is
freestyle at it's highest level. 0

AnotherView continuzdfronipg. 3
that working together we could
inject some energy into the EPA by
revitalizingand increasing the
membership, improving the
newsletter, and tweaking the judg-
ing system if necessary. Later,
when Rodney moved to San Diego
in the Fall of 1993, he took on a

large share of the work before
Arthur was voted in as Director.

Mikey wrote: “Many of us on
the outside saw this as a mandate
for experimentation and change.
No experimentation happened,
and only one set of changes, pro-
posed by Dwork, was ever used."

“Now let's remember Dwork
at this time was suing Bill and the
EPA because (who else?) Skippy
beat him. So these ideas Dwork
proposed were not designed to be
fair, they were designed to show
his team beating Skippy Nothing
will prove this statement more

than at the introduction of this

system in Camarillowhen Skippy
and Tom played the best I ever

witnessed, I drop (when Tom
went for roots) and they didn't
win. At that time to me, it was
obvious this system didn't work,
but it was obvious to the beat
Skippy crowd that they had their
system.”

Our response: Dwork's sys-
tem was was indeed controver-
sial. Several members of the
board had fairly strong objec-
tions, but went along with the
change as an experiment. At the
January 1994 winter meetings
those present felt that there were

two main issues which needed to
be addressed in the existing sys-
tem: 1) the amount of time it
took to calculate the scores
between routines, and applying
the multiplier after the round
ended, with the result being that
the rounds took too long to com-

plete, and the results of the
rounds took too long to calcu-
late; and 2) how do you fairly
compare a routine with a series
of long moves that receives fewer
diff scores with a routine with a

series of short moves that
receives more diff scores?

We can't speak for Dwork, or

his motives, but as far as we

know, there is no “beat Skippy"
crowd, and certainly not one

within the FPA board.
Mikey wrote: “That fall, the

new EPA invited “everyone" (with
time and money) to come to San
Diego and participate in the
“winter meetings.” The 20 people
there changed the structure of
the EPA to a non-profit, adopted
the Dwork system, and installed
by-laws. In essence, the power
was taken from the membership
and given to the EPA Board,
where it still lies."

Our response: The idea
behind the winter meetings of
January, 1994 was to provide a

time for discussions about the
sport of freestyle disc. In the
past, the EPA had tried to hold
meetings during the EPA Worlds.
Although it was the time when

AnotherVim wnlinud on page 17
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most of the members were actual-
ly together in one spot, the mem-
bers‘ focus, understandably,was

on competing and not organiza-
tional issues. We were sensitive to

people's time and money con-

straints, but we felt it was impor-
tant to bring people together to
focus on organizational issues.
The results of the meetings were

published in the following issue
of the Forum, wherein members
who did not attend the meetings
were encouraged to send in their
ideas and feedback.

At the meetings we did a lot
of organizational groundwork. We
had lots of discussions and made
some tentative decisions on an

organizational mission statement,
on tournament procedures, on

marketingthe sport and touma-

merits, and on judging. Decisions
were presented to the member-
ship for input and ratification.
Actually, the nonprofit status did
not happen until just before the
Worlds in Jacksonvillein 1995.
Rather than power being taken
away from the membership, a for-
mat was instituted for making
sure that tasks were accom-

plished, and for ensuring that the
membershipwould be appraised
of what was being discussed and
would have plenty of opportunity
for significant input. By signifi-
cant input, we mean input that is
meaningful, with suggestions that
will be seriously considered and
implemented if it is the will of the
members.

Mikey wrote: “Out of those
winter meetings came the pre-
dictable system changes: 15 sec-
ond (beat Skippy) Difficulty
blocks, 15 point (beat Skippy)
Presentation, and Execution the
same. The proponents of this sys-
tem wanted, as Dwork said, “the
freedom to do the things we do in
demos.” So people now were get-
ting rewarded for bringing their
demo routine to the World
Championships. Look, I've done
my share of demos, and 1 can go
dropless hitting easy moves for 5
minutes no problem. But we're
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talking about competition, about
crowning the World Freestyle
Champion."

Our response: in all the seem-

ingly endless judging discussions
we have heard or participated in,
there has NEVER, EVER been a

“beat Skippy" sentiment, either
subtle or oven. Skippy is a great
player and a great friend of ours.
He took Rodney under his wing
and taught him how to shred. He
stood up in our wedding. We are

not out to get him and never have
been. Neither have our friends.

Mikey wrote: “So even though
I already feel the proponents of the
'99 system saying, ‘Mikey's just
changing the system so he can

win,‘ the reality is, 1'm doing it so
that all styles can win. The reality
is, I'm just repairing the damage
done in '93. I'm not against the
style of elaborate choreography, it
just shouldn't be the only allowable
style. It is hard to create choreogra-
phy, but as Carla Vargo says, 'it's
also hard to elevate your game‘ so

you can improvishred as well."
Our response: Mikey doesn't

need to change the system in order
to win. He and Jonathanwon the
Open Pairs division at the 1993
EPA Worlds, beating out one of the
most choreographed “fluff” routines
ever, the homeless routine.

To conclude, we would like to
reiterate that our motivation for
taking on the running of the EPA,
for holding the winter meetings,
and instituting an organizational
structure rose from our love of the
game, and wu an attempt to
ensure some sort of stable frame-
work for the EPA to continue, and
the sport of freestyle disc to grow.
If, in the process, we have stum-
bled or upset people, it certainly
was not out of malice. Nor was it
an attempt to shut others out. If
there are people out there who feel
that way, we are sincerely sorry.

Thanks for your time.
Yours in spin,
Bethany and Rodney Sanchez
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FPA Rankings
Compiledby ArthurCoddington
HOW THE RANKINGS WORK
The EPA Rankings measure toumament perforrriance
for the period listed on top of the page. Players earn
ranking points for top finishes at each open toumae
ment entered. Bonus points are carried in any divi-
sion for baiting Top 200 players. Each player's best
live tournament results count.

Tournaments from 11/1/97 - 11/1/99
This Last Best 5 3
Time Time Name Results Events
1 1 Murphy, Dave 1581.75 17
2 3 Lewis, Dave 1544.00 15
3 2 Coddington. Arthur 1544.00 14
4 6 lmpenale.1arry 1172.50 16
5 5 Schiller,Dave 1164.25 13
6 7 Yamell, Dan 1131.25 10
7 11 Kenny, Paul 1091.50 19
8 4 11. Silvey. Randy 1089.00 9
9 10 Leimer, Tom 923.38 13
10 8 Hanes. Steve 872.00 9
11 12 Rogers, Joel 841.25 10
12 9 Wright. Bill 806.00 7
13 17 Lopez, Pipo 790.50 5
14 15 Reid, Mikey 774.00 9
15 16 Oberhaus,Ted 766.63 5
16 13 1’1udoklin,Joey 763.63 5
17 18 Brodeur, Todd 731.00 17
18 14 C1s1iglia,Ric1< 710.25 6
19 20 Sailor, Scott 656.25 13
20 19 Cameranesi, Danny 597.50 10
21 23 Ekman.Jan 577.00 5
22 27 Hosfelcl. Gregg 570.00 4
23 25 Karlstrom. Stefan 554.50 4
24 28 Simon. Doug 541.13 9
25 30 Fried, Rob 500.00 11
26 31 Williams, Rick 496.50 16
2T1 211' Arveskar,Joakim 451.50 4
27T 21T Karlsson, Stefan 481.50 4
29 34 Emerson, Carl 467.50 12
30 36 Gautiuer, Matt 451.38 6
31 37 Chantilcs,Jamie 429.75 13
32 24 Zimmenrian, Reto 405.50 4
33 38 Brandi, Harvey 403.00 7
34 40 Laubert. Peter 398.75 6
35 43 Kruger,Jeil 397 75 8
36 41 Sader. Rick 397.38 10
37 29 Wr|leti.Jonathan 395.63 5
38 39 Scannell, Steve 378.07 12
39 45 Direito, Fernando 375.75 7
40 44 Bekken, Amy 375.63 9
41 35 Karlsson, Roland 365.50 4
42 42 (huthier,Jake 365.50 7
43 46 Southwick,Jason 350.50 9
44 50 O'Bnen,Jell 345.50 6
45 47 Viger, Art 34325 6
46 48 Sullivan, Danny 324.50 4
47 32 Houck,Johii 314.25 2
48 51 Wylot, Randy 312.00 4
49 26 Jammer, Skippy 309.38 3
50 52 Stoiz, Karl-Clirisuan 291.13 3
51 55 Jonsson, Per 268.50 3
52 56 DePaola, Chris 266.25 8
53 57 Reylbuti. Mark 265.50 8
541' 581' Johansson, Dieter 264.50 3
541' 58T Howding, Pontus 264.50 3
56 60 Marion. Pat 255.50 4
57 61 Caplin, Alan 254.50 10
58 49 Swanson, Dan 251.25 2
59 62 lde, Mark 250.50 6
60 63 Wentzel, Sune 243.75 3
61 64 Turan,Juro 235.00 2
62 33 Bell, Chip 233.13 3
63 65 Jones, Dave 223.25 4
64 66 Whitlock. Glen 221.75 2
65 67 Keller, Brad 219.01 5
66 68 Blakemore. Mark 215.25 4
67 69 Robbins,Judy 211.75 13
68 71 Turn,Andrej 200.00 1
69 72 Weaver, Scott 199.00 2
70 73 lsola. Perri 198.92 3
71T 74T Newman, Nick 198.75 5

95T
95T
97
98
99
100

This

741' Newman, Bill
53 Richard, Chuck
70 Smith,Craig
76 Doshier, Tristan
77 Lovecka, Agnes
78T Ahlstrom. Bjorn
78T Nilsson, Mattias
‘ Adams. Buddy
80 Riley,Greg
82 Beckman_ Mike
86 Jennin§, Steve
87 Adamcik.Andrej
‘ Johnson, TJ
89T Collera. Clay
89T Melft,Johnny
91T Cappa, Phil
91T Crawford. Dale
93 Damon. Conrad
94 Auerbach,Gary
88 Ross. Nikki
95 Sandstrom. Christian
96 Evanns. Danny
99 KarLsson,Peler
101 THorvath,Roman
101 Tlabos, Peter
105 Titcomb. Xtehn
103 Bergehamn, Niclas
123 Kniger, Cindy
104 Hanwell, Steve

Time Namel\llslr—-n—->-->—>—->->—>—>—>—'\(D<Zl\JO\UI&LaJl\lv-- >-‘©:::l‘O\\.II-Ihkalhli-‘C
221"
ZZT
24
25
26T
26T
28
29
30T
30T
30T
33
34T
34T
341'
34T
38
39
40
4 1
42
43T
43T
45T
45T
45T
45T
451'

Robbins,Judy
Hunnch5—S.. Lisa
Savage. Brenda
Kruger, Cindy
Bekken, Amy
Jorgenson, Mary
Graves. Anne
Ross. Nikki
Daniels, Lori
Wolfe, Tam
Ross. Deanna
Titcomb, Rohre
Nicholson, Nicki
Bumap, Christina
Ekrrian, Nin.na
Liridblad. Carina
Joharison. Linda
Olnils, Regina
Pardo, Renee
Ugalde, Tita
rose, g
Cheshire, Carla
land. Cynthia
Verish, Beth
Kakurioto, Chieko
Cason, 1<aie
Bogerihagen, Terry
Farquharson, Susan
Malakhofl. Nancy
Koivikko, Taija
Wulfl. Linda
Akesson, Ana
Sample, Gina
Ruda, Heidi
Stenbratan, Cecillt
Gustavsson, Anna
lsberg, Linda
Sancha. Bethany
Matteuzz1,Joan
Reporter, Roshan
Griffin,Jennifer
Mills, Kr'isi
Hartwell,Joy
Lorber-Jones.Lisa
Brenner. Mary
Horn, Susie
Kirkland, Gee
Wootten, Heather
Young, Kaili

198.75
196.00
189.00
187.25
185.00
182.00
182.00
177.50
172.00
167.00
151.50
150 00
147.50
144.13
144.13
142.50
142.50
142.50
137.50
133.83
133.00
131.25
127.00
125.00 ‘

125.00
124.42
123.50
123.25
122.00

:o—<C7"\)I\lL:-DH-|I—‘>‘kAI\o1>§>—-r\lI\Jl\J>-Ilxlhlkll
~lza:VNo«>—-.-x...aO-3»

Best 5
ResultsEvents

1300.00
1275.00
1250.00
1250.00
1200.00
1175.00
787.50
745 00
700.00
561.00
533.25
511.25
395.00
350.00
347.50
325.00
240.00
240.00
240.00
215.00
201.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
150.00
125.00
125.00
100.00
75.00
70.00
70.00
70.00
62.50
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
30.00
25.00
10.00
8.00
5.00
3.00
3.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
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FREESTYLE PLAYERS

‘I99 -1999 Results
23rd Arizona State Championships
November14-15th, 1998
Vista Del Camino, Scottsdale, AZ

1 Dave Lewis/Dan Yarnell
Dave .\-iurphy/DaveSchiller
Joel Rogers/Randy Silvey
Danny Cameranesi/Rick Sader
Steve llanes/Judy Robbins
Larry lmperialc/Sunc Wcnizel
Amy Eekken/Peter Lauberi

8 Jamie Chaniiles/PaulKenny

\lO‘\JI$L»Jl\/
23rd Rhode Island State
Flying Disc Championships
April 24,1999
Colt State Park, Bristol, RI

1 Toddy Brodeur/Rick Williams/ScottSailor
2 Chris Depaola/.\/lark ldc
3 Jason Souihwick/DaveJones
4 Bill Newman/.\'ick .\'ewman
3 Sieve ilamvell/Wesleyllar1welVD:tve

Johnson

1999 Virginia States
April, 1999
Fredericksberg,VA

1 Toddy Brodeur/Scoii Sailor
Rob Fncd/Doug Simon
Phil Cappa/Dale Crawford
Torn Lasher/Jay Moldenaucr
l1arveyBrandL/JellO'Bnen
Dave Sieger/Rick VVilliai'ns
(TJ Carl Emerson/Jason Southwick
LT) Jamie Chaniiles
\Tl Deanna Ross/Nikki Ross/Richhi Ross
(Tl Paul llobson/Randy l;ihm/
Dave Taylor

11. (T) Bob Cooksey/JackCooksey
ll (Tl
13. (T) Bird Jammer

\O\O\.l\lCJ’\L/I<i-kdtx-I
1999 New England
Freestyle Championships
May 22 And 23, I999
Nonnandy Fanns, Foxboro, MA
Open Freestyle

l Toddy Brodeur/Scott Sailor
2 Rick Williarrts/Bob "Fnz" Coleman/

Dan Bennan
Carl Emersoriflason Southwick
Chris Depaola/Tim Cohn
Bill Newman/Nick Newman
Dave Johnson/Sieve llziriwell
Jerel Davis/Mike Dussauli

Women's Freestyle
1 Kate Cason
2 Susan Farquhanson
3 Nancy D -Malakhoff

Junior’s Freestyle
1 Eddy Cohn
2 Darren llariwell
3 Wesley llariwell

\lO\ui.xau-J

1999 Swedish Championships
May 12 And 13
Uppsala, Sweden

1 Joakim Arveskar/Stelan Karlsson
2 Jan Ekmari/StefanKarlsirom
3 Roland Karsson/PR Johnsson
4 Dieter Johansson/Ponius Howding
'5 .\/like Beckman/NiklasBergehamn

1999 Naragansett
Freestyle Championships
June 12-13
Naraganselt, RI
Open Pairs

1 Carlos “Pipo" Lopez/Paul Kenny
2 Doug "Fresh" Simon/Rob Fried
3 Rick William.s/SteveScannell

   
-«l Toddy Brodeur/Alan Caplin
5 .\'iark lde/Carl Emerson
6 Greg Black/ChrisDepaola

Individual Freestyle
Carlos "Pipo" Lopez
Roh Fried
Paul Kenny
Sieve Scannell
Doug “Fresh” Simon
Toddy Brodeur
.\‘lark Icle
Tie Alan Caplin
Tic Rick VVilliams

Amateur Freestyle
1 Crystal Brodcur/Josh Houle

Women‘s Demo
Nikki Nicholson/Jill Simon

::c;o\:ox.;.4.w~»—
I999 Santa Cruz Beach Classic Ill
June 12, 13
Manresa Uplands State Beach,
Santa Cruz, CA
Open Pairs

1 Tom Leiiner/Joey lludoklin
2 Mikey Reid/Jonahein Willei
3. Skippy Jammer/Ari Viger
4 Matt Gauthier/JakeGauthier
5 Jamie Chaniiles/DannySullivan
6 Paul Klimik/Tom Sahlii
7 Mark Regalbuii/Johnny O'.\/ialley
8 .\/like Esierbrookffam Wolle

Open Co—Op
1 Tom Leitner/Mikey Reid/Jonahein Willei
2. Joey I lucloklin/SkippyJammer/

Danny Sullivan
3. Tom Slick/An Viger/Matt Gauthier
-i Mark Regalbuti/Johnny O’.\/ialley/Jamie

Chantiles

The World Masters
June 22-26
St. Cloud, MN
Masters

1. Dave Murphy/Larry lmpenale
2 Dave llesselberih/Rick Downs
3 Dave Bogenhagen/Tim Mackey
4 Andrew Lehman/Kun Lampkin
S John Eisner/Brad Wendi/DaveEoylard

Grand Masters
1 Mike Esterbrook/Doug Kornsl

Steve Haynes
2 Harvey Brandi/Rick Williams
3 Dan Roddick/Anne Graves
4. Snapper Pierson/Mark llom/Paul

Thompson
Women’s

1 Judy Robbins
2 Theresa Bogenhagen
3. Tam Wolfe
4 Beth Vensh

TION FO

‘I999 Midwest Freestyle
Championships
June 27, ‘I999
Summerfest, Milwaukee,WI
Open Pairs

1. Rick Casiiglia/tarry Impenalc
2. Steve Jennings/Pat .\/larron
3. Deanna Ross/Nikki Ross

Mixed Pairs
1 Terry Bogenhagen/tarry lmperiale
2. Anne Graves/SteveJennings
3 Nikki Ross/Richhi Ross

1999 WFDF Championships
Kalrnar, Sweden
July 10-17
FreestyleOpen

1 Coddingion/Lewis
2. Schiller/Kenny
3 Reid/Leitner
4 lmpenale/Wright
5 Ekman/Karlsirom

B—Final
1 Ekman/Karlsirom
2. Zimmerman/Storz
3 Wentzel/Karlsson
4 Silvey/Simon

Semifinal, Pool A
1 Coddingion/Lewis

lmperiale/Wright
Ekman/Karlstrom
Silvey/Simon
Lilshitz/Ilosield
Brandt/Kruger

. Beckmann/Bergehamn
Melphi/Collera

Pool B
1 Schiller/Kenny

Reid/Leitner
Zimmerman/Storz
Wenizel/R.Karlsson
Sader/Cameranesi
S.Karlsson/Arveskar
Williams/Caplin

. llowding/Johansson
Pre im Round. Pool A

1. Cocldington/Lewis
2 Zimmerman/Siorz
3. Sader/Cameranesi
4. Beckmann/Bergehamn
5 Damon./Voigi
6 Roddick/Neilson
7. PauLsen/J.Tiicomb

Pool B
Ekman/Karlslrom
lmperiale/Wnghi
WentzeVR.Karlsson
llowding/Johansson
Bur\'alVi lolm
X.Tiicomb/ZTitcomb
Hagaseih/Neskvem
Marter/.\linkwit:

m54Q~ui_.pw_r~J
mxiouzzxpaiv
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Pool C
Schiller/Kenny
S Karlsson/Arveskar
Brandi/Kruger
Melphi/Collera
K Karlsson/Sandstrom
Bengisson/l lcnriksson
Bakkc/Sandum

9. U
Reid/Leiiner
Lilshiiz/Ilosleld
Silvev/Simon
Williams/Caplin
Finborud/Yaniv
Kaulmann/Vogler
Orosz/\'Titcomh
.\‘ieminen/Pehkonen

Final Placement
Coddingion/Lewis
Schiller/Kenn)
Reid/Leitner
lmpenale/Wright
Ekman/Karlsirom
Zimmerman/Stor:
Wentzel/R.Karlsson
Silvey/Simon
Lilshiiz/llosleld
Sader/Camerancsi
Brandt/Kruger
S Karlsson/Arveskar
Beckmann/Bergehamn
Williams/Cziplin

. .\/lelphi/Collera
llowding/Johansson
Damon/Voigt
Burvall/llolm
K Karlsson/Sandstrom
Fli'il'JOf'Ud/Yal"il\‘
Rodclick/N:-ilson
X Titcomb/Z.Tiicomb

. Bcngisson/liennksson
Kaulmann/Vogler
Paulsen/J Tiicomb
BakkflSandum
ilagaseih/Ncskvem
OroszJ\’Tiicomb
Marier/.\/iinkwitz

30 Nieminen/Pehkonen
Women’s Final

1 Bekken/Robbins
2 llunnchs/Daniels
3 Graves/Kruger
4 Ekman/Lindhlad

Prelim Round, Pool A
1 Bekkeri/Robbins
2 Ekman/Lindblad
3. Verish/Ugalde
4 Wulll/Koivikko
S Rudii/Sienbraien

Pool B
l Graves/Kruger
2 ilunnchs/Daniels
3 Olnils/Johansson
-i Titcomb/Akesson
3 Gustavsson/isberg

Ntv~Nrur\2r\2rvNr~:»—-...._4._..—»_4._-.-._4»«\OCD\lO‘UIJ-K.-lI\o>—-C4\GG)\lC7\L}IJ4\.alf\l>—‘C/\O$\lC7\Ul«K-\.:Jt\J>—<~C73\lC7‘J<uJtv>—O
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Final Women’s Placement
Bekkcn/Robbins
llunrichs/Daniels
Graves/Kruger
Ekman/Linclblad
Olnils/Johansson
Verish/Llgalde
Tiicomb/Akesson
V\’ulfl/Koivikko

9 Gustalsson/lsberg
10 Rutla/Sienbratcn

<z>\iO~Ui4~t..:N-—
I999 COMIGCIICUI State
Flying Disc Championships
August 28, 1999
Cronbury Pork, Norwallc CT

1 Carl Emerson/Rick Williams
2 Cotter Micliaels/Paul.\lihalec
3 Bill Newman/.\'ick Newman
4 Dave Jones/Gary Ohcrneih
5 Gordy AdelVBillMacwilliams

I999 FPA Worlds
August 27-29
Santa Cruz, CA
Final Open Pairs

1 S llanes/D.Yamell
2 TLeitncr/J lludoklin
3 J Rodgers/R.Silvey
4. D..\‘lurphy/D.Schiller
3 R Casiiglia/Llmperitile
6 M Reid/Slammer
7 D Lewis/A.C0ddingion
8 D.Swanson/_] Kruger

Semi Pool A
l S Hanes/D.Yarnell
2. D.Lewis/A Coddington
3 J Rodgers/R Silvcy
4 D.Swanson/].Kr'uger
5 R Sader/D Camerancsi
6 T Brodeur/S.Sailor
7 A Viger/S Scannel
8 A Caplin/S Weaver

Open Pairs, Semi Pool B
1 D Murphy/D.Schiller
2 R Castiglia/L lmperiale
3 TLcitncr/].lludol<lin
4 .\l.Reid/Slammer
3 J Gauthier/MGauthier
6. C.Lopcz/I’.Keriny
7 C.Bell/D.Sullivan
8 B Wnghi/] Weyand

Prelim Pool A
1 Lewis/Coddingion
2 Reid/Jammer
3 Brodeur/Sailor
4 Wnght/We)/and
5 Laubert/Harper

Prelim Pool B
1 Murphy/Schiller
2. Sader/Cameranesi
3 Leitner/lludoklin
4 Caplin/Weaver
5 Sahlit/Dunavin

Prelim Pool C
1 Swanson/Kruger

Rodgers/Silvey
llanes/Yzirnell
Viger/Scannel
Xtehn/Zahlen

.
R.Ross/D Ross

Prelim Pool D
1 Bell/Sullivan
2 Castiglia/Impenale
3 .\l.Gauthier/JGauthier
4. LopezJKenny
S. Blakemore/Phelan
6 Gleason/Robbins

O~\lI4‘-kdfu
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join thefun now! Become a memberof the dynamic sport offreestyleand receive
the latest news and information on tournaments,festivals and demonstrations.

FPA merchandise and eligibilityto compete at FPA tournaments.)

FPA Membership Form

510 Bronze Membership(Disc, Newsletter subscription.)
520 Silver Membership (Disc, Newsletter subscription, voting pnvileges, 20% discount on

540 Gold Membership (DLSC, Newsletter subscription, voting pnvileges. 20% discount on

5100 Platinum Membership (Special recognition as FPA benefactorin the FPA Forum, Disc.
Newsletter subscription. voting privileges, 20% discount on FPA merchandise and eligibility
to compete at FPA tournaments and win prize money.)

Name.

Address

Phone
.

With your membership,you have a choice of either a SkystylerSportdisc by Discraft Products or a 165 gram Fnsbee® FlyingDisc
or a 100 mold FrLsbee® FlyingDtsc by Wham—O Mfg. with the cunent FPA prerriiurn design. Please indicate preference below

Discralt Skystyler
Z

E—.\/lail:

Wham—O 165g

I-
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I
I
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I: FPA merchandise and eligibilityto compete at FPA tournaments and win prize money)
I
I
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I
I
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Wham—O 100 mold
:

Make clieclvs or money order payable to: Freestyle Players Association, PO. Box 2612, Del Mar, CA 92014-2612
© Copyright Freestyle Players Association

Age:
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Final Open Co-Op

1 D Lewis/A.Coddington/DMurphy
2. S.ll2ines/D.Yamell/T.Doshier
3 B.Wriglit/L lmpenale/R.Silvcy
4 Tl_eiincr/J lludokiin/M.Reid
5 jGauthier/M.Gauthier/S.Weaver
6 D Swanson/j.Kruger/C.Burris

Open Co—Op, Semi Pool A
l S llanes/D.Yamell/TDoshier
1. B Wright/Llmpenale/"RSilvey
3 ].Gauthier/M.Gauihier/SWeaver
4. D.Schiller/D.Cameranesi/j.Rodgers
S. C.Bell/D.Sullivan/R.Castiglia
6. PLaubcn/L.llarper/M.Blal<emore
7. D.Ross/.\'.Ross/R.Ross

l
Semi Pool B

D Lewis/A.Coddington/DMurphy
2. T.LeIiner/].Iludoklin/M.Reid
3 D.Swanson/].Kruger/C.Burris
4. C.Lopez/T.Brodeur/PKenney
5 T.Sahlit/T.SahliL/A.Caplin
6 A Viger/R.Sader/R.Tiicomh
7 .\'.Tiicomb/Z.TitcombNfl'itcomb

Final Mixed Pair
1. Brenda Savage/Dave Murphy
2 Lori Daniels/Paul Kenney
3. Judy Robbins/Steve lleins
4 Lisa llunrichs-Silvey/RandySilvey
3 Mary jorgenson/Joel Rogers
6. Cindy Kniger/jell Kruger

Mixed Pairs, Semi Pool A
1 R Silvey/Lllunrichs-Silvey
2 Ilanes/Robbins
3 J Kruger/C.Kruger
4. Reid/R.Titcomb
S. Scannell/Nichelson

Semi Pool B, Team
1 Kenny/Daniels
2 .\lurphy/Savage
3. Rodgers/jorgenson
4 Laubert/Graves
5 R Ross/.\‘ Ross
6. lisierbrook/Wolle

Final Women
1 B.Savage/C.Kruger
2. L.lIunrichs-Silvey/Mjorgenson
3. ).Robbins/A.Graves
4. D.Ross/.\' Ross
5 L.Daniels/G.Rose

Womens Pairs, Semi
1. L.Hunrichs-Silvey/Mjorgenson
2 B.Savage/C Kruger
3 ).Robbins/A Graves
4 D.Ross/N.Ross
5 L.Daniels/GRose
6. T.Wo|fe/.\'..\'ichelson

juniors Boys Final
1. Evan llanneman
2. Zahlen Tiicomb
3. Xichn Titcomb
4. Vehro Tiicomb
5. Art Viger
6. Zach Monies
7. Cameron Cundill

uniors Girls Final
1. Nikki Ross
2 Rohre Tiicomb
3. Deanna Ross
4 Molly Monies

l

Fall 1999

world Beach Invitational
Sept ID-I9, I999,
Vonturo Booch, Ventura, CA
Co-op Final

1 M. Reid/C Bell/T. Leitner
2 D Lewis/D Murphy/A. Coddington
3 Sandy/Dave S/D Camemisi

T4. D Zcll/Richi S/M. Regalbutti
T4 /\ Graves/J. Chaniiles/Dale
T4 Tom S/Brian P/Danny E
Mixed Pairs

1. A. Graves/Sandy
Open Pairs Final

1 D. Lewis/D Murphy
..\l. Reid/1' Leitner
A. Coddingion/D. Camemisi
D. Zell/Rtchi 5
Dave S/Sandy
A Graves/M Regalbutti

New York States
OCIOIDGP 9, I999, MI. KISCO, NY
1 Fned/Sailor(Tie)
l. Mieir/Rabdau (Tie)
2 William/Emerson
The Jarnmers
October 23-24, 1999, Jacksonville,FL

1 Dave Murphy/Paul Kenny
2. Greg llosfeld/Buddy Adams
3. Carlos “Pipo" Lopez/Terry “Tl” Johnson
4 Scott Sailor/1’oddy Brodeur
5 (lie) Emerson/O'Brien & Yamell/J. Kruger
7. (tie) ScannelVDowns and Pardo/C Kruger

I999 TIIITIDICO Open: FYI Ollicial results
of the tampico open unavailabledue to a

completely random format
‘I999 lnldion summon Cancelled this

year due to site problems

0‘\ll-hb-IIV
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